Improving detection power in trace analysis using wavelet transform.
Environmental analysis most often is trace analysis. Therefore, the concentrations are commonly in the lower working range near the limit of detection of the corresponding analytical method. However, whenever the instrument's analytical noise is too large, it dominates the signal curves and analytes cannot be detected anymore. Furthermore, the evaluation of peaks with defined baselines is hindered very much. One possibility for de-noising is wavelet transform which is presented in this work. Different wavelet functions are applied and Symlet4 is suggested as the most powerful for analytical peaks that resemble Gaussian distribution curves, as it improves limits of detection by factors 6 to 7. The comparison of different wavelet functions has been carried out for two modern analytical scopes. At first, chromatograms are de-noised for the speciation of four arsenic compounds via the coupling of HPLC and ICP-MS. Secondly, the determination of cadmium is shown by HR-CS AAS, which is one of the most recently developed devices in atomic absorption spectrometry and allows the registration of three-dimensional spectra in order to investigate the spectral vicinity of analytical lines. On the basis of these investigations, we recommend using wavelet transform with Symlet4 for all analytical techniques which are resulting in similar signal curves.